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I BOATS AND BOATING 
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STRIPPING BARK FOR A BIRCH CANOE 
. 
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The Art of Sailing I, 

I 

The world's most important yachting event 
is the race for the America Cup (see America 
Cup). The scene of this international c0ntest · 
is the gathering place for yachting devotees to 
see the slim 90-foot vessels with their towering 
masts and billowing sails contend for the famous 
cup. Crews trained in all the knacks of sail 
handling, helmsmen who know how to steer their 
boats with extraordinary skill, and skippers 

· who have an uncanny way of finding wind 
streaks and of manreuvring their boats into 

· favourable positions handle the chaJlenger and 
the defender. 

In recent years petrol motor-boats have been 
increasingly used. The simplest form of motor
boat is the small craft equipped with a detach

. able one-cylinder engine, which sends it along 
at the rate of a few· miles an hour. Between a 
comparatively small but serviceable little craft 
and the motor-boat equipped with a powerful 
engine which drives it through the water at 
30 or 40 miles an hour, or perhaps even faster, 
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. - there are even more gradations in size and 
speed than there are between the small sailing
boats and the Cup defenders mentioned above . 

.:: Most of these motor-boats are driven by 
. 1/:, petrol engines especially designed for them . 
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Not only the building of the birch-bark canoe, but the 
stripping of the bark from the tree req1:1ires a good deal 
of skill. Hundreds of years before the white man came, 
the American Indians had learned to cut the bark with 
their stone hatchets and remove it, as you see them 

doing here. 

mense amount of enjoyment, and provide boys 
and girls with excellent exercise as well as a 
safe pastime i£ ordinary precautions ar~ 
taken. Rowing develops the back, leg and 
arm muscles, and it is rare to find a good oars:
man without an excellent chest development. 
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What a "Centre-board" Does 
Sailing does not offer, perhaps, quite so much 

opportunity for exercise and physical develop
ment as rowing, but there is no question about 

· the fascination of the sport and its health-giving 
qualities. Between the sailing-boat 12 or 15 
feet long and the great slqop-rigged racing 
yachts, there are many gradations in size, speed, 
and amount of sail carried. The smaller boats 
usually depend upon a " centre-board " a kind 
of additional keel that can be lowered at wi11 
-to enable them to sail " in the wind," which 
the larger ones do not need, because they are 
already well provided with the necessary weight . 
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.d.. high degree of skill is demanded of one who 
handles a sailing-boat cleverly. He must know 
what sails to use and h0w to use them under a 
great variety of conditions, and must develop 
not only a keen sense in steering the boat but 
must have also the abili~y especially in light 
winds to find streaks of wind which will 
send his boat ahead of competitors. 

• For any .subject not found in it.s 

· Boats Cresar Found in Britain 
One of the most curious of primitive boats 

was the round " coracle " which Cresar found in 
' 

use when the Romans invaded Britain, and which 
is still used on certain lakes of Ireland and by 
Welsh fishermen. It is an open saucer-shaped 
vessel, usually large enough for one man only. 
A skin or other waterproof covering is stretched 
and fastened over a frame made of thin strips 

THE QUAINT LITTLE CORACLE 

Used by the Britons at the time of the Romans, this type 
of boat is still to be seen on the Dee, in Ireland, and in the 

Hebrides. · 
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